Resource Sharing Committee
Agenda
Wednesday, April 24, 2019
1:00 p.m. (or immediately following the end of the Delegates Assembly
Meeting)
Ready Access Conference Call, call 800-747-5150,
Access code 6234314#
1. Call to order, welcome and introductions
2. Introduction of Visitors and Public Comments
3. Review agenda for additions/changes
4. Approval of minutes of November 7, 2018 meeting (pp. 2-6)
5. Discussion and recommendation, “the List” of materials excluded from loan rules (p. 7)
6. Discussion, Z39.50 access and use of MARC records by outside entities (p. 8)
7. Discussion, Resource Sharing Summit questions for 2019
8. Discussion, Resource Sharing policy review (pp. 9-10)
9. Public comments
10. Adjournment

220 W. 23rd Avenue
Coal Valley, IL 61240
(309) 799-3155
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Resource Sharing Committee
Minutes
Wednesday, November 7, 2018
1:00 p.m. (or immediately following the end of the Delegates Assembly
Meeting)
Ready Access Conference Call, call 800-747-5150,
Access code 6234314#
1. Call to order, welcome and introductions
Coulter (PrairieCat) called the meeting to order at 1:00 pm
Present: Amanda Augsburger (PrairieCat), Kim Brozovich (RP), Carolyn Coulter
(PrairieCat), Rici Dale (RL), Debbie Griggs (TC), Pennie Miller (PP), Judy
Hutchinson (RAILS/ PrairieCat), Gail Lien (PrairieCat), Emily Porter (BY), Charm
Ruhnke (Chair-PU), John Slanicky (PrairieCat), Elizabeth Smith (PrairieCat),
Cristy Stupegia (LS)
Present on the phone: Dana Fine (PR)
Absent: Jennifer Christiansen (MX), Lynne Noffke (LI), Sandy Tedder (RAILS/
PrairieCat)
2. Introduction of Visitors and Public Comments
Dana Fine (PR) joined on the phone.
3. Review agenda for additions/changes
There were no revisions. Coulter (PrairieCat) said we should discuss adding a
member after item 10.
4. Approval of minutes of April 25, 2018 meeting
Motion #1: Stupegia (LS) moved and Miller (PP) seconded to approve
the April 25, 2018 meeting minutes as corrected. There was no
discussion on the motion. Motion carries by vocal affirmation.
Notes:
5. Resource Sharing Summit debrief
Coulter (PrairieCat) said the Resource Sharing Summit was successful. PrairieCat
staff discussed having this as an annual event and most topics could be
considered resource sharing. Stupegia (LS) said Amanda Standerfer did an
excellent job to keep attendees on topic. Porter (BY) said the format was very
successful and allowed other voices to be heard. Dale (RL) suggested getting
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numbers for those who are waiting so that it goes in line. Porter said the
breakout tables could have been organized a little better, perhaps narrower
questions for the smaller groups to discuss. Hutchinson (PrairieCat) said perhaps
we just call it “The Summit” for the annual event so the topics can be open
ended, not just about resource sharing.
6. Review of Summit discussion and recommendation: Draft criteria for exclusion
from “new” materials rules
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) joined the meeting.
Coulter (PrairieCat) said it is difficult to put a list together as it would always be
changing, while a criteria will allow us to judge items based on the agreed
criteria. Hutchinson (PrairieCat) clarified it is not just “new” materials that the
criteria would apply to, it is for all materials. Hutchinson asked if we need to add
more details for clarity. Porter (BY) said she would rather the library qualify it.
Hutchinson said it can be a challenge for PrairieCat staff when working with a
library request if there are not clear guidelines.
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) asked if we should include some examples on the list.
Augsburger (PrairieCat) said examples would be helpful for libraries. Ruhnke said
how does rarity differ from under 25% adoption across consortium of material
type. In the General Policy Material, a policy states that if more than 25% of the
consortium owns an item, then it has to circulate. Miller (PP) said she thinks
having a list of which item types fall over the 25% would be helpful. Hutchinson
said she thinks rarity is more local history. Hutchinson said perhaps the last
bulletin should be the Developing Collections policy and in parenthesis put under
25% to refer to the Developing Collections policy.
Lien (PrairieCat) joined the meeting.
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) asked for fragility would that include microscopes, fishing
poles, telescopes etc. Yes, the group agreed.
Dale (RL) said if we don’t define these somehow then people are going to be
confused. When she runs the outstanding holds report, other library staff will tell
her that “they don’t loan that”. Dale said she doesn’t always have time to keep
tabs on other libraries. Dale said we need the list to be clear so those libraries
that aren’t following the rules don’t just have an excuse. Coulter (PrairieCat) can
follow up with those libraries that don’t follow the rules if she knows the library.
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) said can we agree that there will always be a couple of
libraries who will take advantage of the policies, which is a different issue.
Ruhnke said are there other types that should be on this list of criteria? Griggs
(TC) said perhaps we need to include the RAILS delivery guidelines such as the
over 40 lb.
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) said do we want to come up with definitions/examples or do
we want to return the document to the PrairieCat staff for clarity. The group was
agreed PrairieCat staff should further define and clarify the list. A letter should
come out with this policy explaining how we arrived at the criteria and
reemphasizing policies.
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Stupegia (LS) said perhaps we should also add that if there is an item a library
does not want to loan that meets this criteria then it should be made not holdable
in the system, and to contact PrairieCat staff.
Next Steps: PrairieCat staff will refine the definitions and examples for review by
email by the Resource Sharing Committee.
7. Review of Summit discussion and recommendation: Allowing non-PrairieCat
patrons to place holds in PrairieCat
Coulter (PrairieCat) said from her perspective, it seemed that libraries were okay
with the local holds only for non-PrairieCat reciprocal borrowers at the Summit.
There was mixed feedback on the staff or patron holds. Coulter said it seemed be
more in favor of staff holds only. Hutchinson (PrairieCat) said a new patron type
would need to be created for this special patron change for libraries. Lien
(PrairieCat) said libraries would be adopting a local use only patron. This change
would be up to the library.
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) asked with a special reciprocal borrower patron, would the
patron be able to place their own holds. The group said yes. Dale (RL) said in the
Summit survey she does not think everyone understands the patron-initiated
holds issues. Gail (PrairieCat) said that there is an extra patron type for a library
where that person can only place holds on that library’s items.
Opt-in group – discussion
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) said what if libraries opt-in to allow non-PrairieCat patrons to
place holds. So there is a Utica reciprocal borrower patron so the Utica patron
can place holds and the hold will come randomly from one of the opt-in libraries
at the pick-up location of their choice within the opt-in group.
Hutchinson (PrairieCat) said would it be better to have a patron type for nonPrairieCat reciprocal borrowers with patron-initiated holds that they can get items
from any libraries who opt-in. Ruhnke (Chair-PU) said if we choose the special
reciprocal borrower group then it’s any library who opts in. Hutchinson said it
would be similar set up to the QC8 with Davenport. Hutchinson said we don’t
want it to be set up where overrides are required.
Porter (BY) said what would be the simplest option? Coulter (PrairieCat) said if
members want to do this, will they care if the opt-in group is larger. Ruhnke
(Chair-PU) said she thinks the opt-in process would have to very clear, that the
director signs off on it. Slanicky (PrairieCat) said as a library patron, how is he
supposed to know if he can get a title when searching in the catalog. Ruhnke said
she is making this better for another library’s patron, a non-PrairieCat reciprocal
borrower, so that is not the main concern. Coulter said perhaps there is a special
form that the special reciprocal borrower has to sign off on. Coulter said perhaps
we can create scopes. Ruhnke said she is not sure how much staff time whether
PrairieCat or her library should devote to this.
Dale (RL) said she thinks it is a lot of PrairieCat staff time and PrairieCat member
library time to devote to non-PrairieCat participating libraries. Dale said her
impression from the summit was that libraries only wanted local holds only.
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Local holds only - discussion
Dale (RL) reiterated that she got the impression that the consensus at the
summit was that members wanted to start with local holds only then explore
other options after that.
Lien (PrairieCat) said if we keep this to one library, then the patron just has to
search for the one library. For example, Peru special borrower limits search to
Peru. Coulter summarized we create a special patron type, local holds only, then
all they have to do is search the local library catalog.
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) said implementing only staff-initiated holds would not work
without allowing overrides. Coulter said what difference does it make it if the hold
is staff or patron initiated.
Pick-up location – discussion
Hutchinson (PrairieCat) said another issue is the pick-up location. If we make it a
Three Rivers home library then it will default to a Three River pick-up location.
Currently, all patrons can choose any pick-up location. Hutchinson said she thinks
it is a universal setting. The group didn’t think that we wanted to allow that.
Lien (PrairieCat) said if you limit to your library for holds, and the patron changes
the pickup location then the local library will have to “stop” it so it doesn’t go on
to the changed pickup location. Amanda suggested adding an asterisk to the
special borrowers.
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) summarized we want to set up a test library (not share with
patrons yet). Porter (BY) doesn’t want to give a service to patrons then take it
away, and she agreed using test patrons for now would be best. Augsburger
(PrairieCat) said initially patrons were confused with the Davenport - QC8
agreement, but eventually the patrons figured it out.
Next Steps: Ruhnke (Chair-PU) said PrairieCat staff will be charged with figuring
out the logistics of how to stop the hold from going out to a different library. The
information needs to be on the paging list. Byron PLD and Three Rivers PLD
volunteered to be test libraries. Ruhnke said Peru can also be a test library.
8. Related discussion: “New” item shelf period
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) said the survey results are on page 23-24 of the packet.
Libraries have the option to not put any items on new, can take them off at any
time, and can choose which item types. Hutchinson (PrairieCat) said we need to
remind libraries that they don’t have to put all items on new, and to remind
libraries that they can pull items currently.
Next steps: Porter (BY) will include this no change decision on the
Administrative Council report. PrairieCat staff can remind libraries of their
options.
9. Discussion: geographical grouping of holds queues
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Coulter (PrairieCat) said we would want to base this on the delivery hubs of
RAILS. PrairieCat staff can make a recommendation for which hubs. If we do this
then it should be more convenient for patrons. For some libraries that are divided
among boundaries with the delivery hubs, such as LaSalle and Peru there could
be still be longer holds.
Hutchinson (PrairieCat) has asked Elaine from Innovative when this should be
implemented with anticipation of the Northern 8 project.
Next steps: The group was comfortable with pursuing the geographical grouping
of holds. PrairieCat staff will investigate the logistics of this project.
10. Discussion: scheduling next year’s Summit
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) said do we want to have Amanda Standerfer facilitate the
Summit again? Yes, the group agreed. Smith (PrairieCat) said perhaps early May
would work. Porter said did we have such a good crowd because it was such hot
button issues. Coulter said we can have Resource Sharing bring forth an issue
and the UX Committee bring forth another topic. Ruhnke said perhaps we review
a draft of the Resource Sharing Vision statement/policy.
Next steps: The group agreed early May was a good time frame. Coulter will
reach out to Standerfer.
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) said Emily Klonicki has left the committee, since she accepted
a position at a non-PrairieCat library. Fine (PR) expressed an interest in serving
on the committee. Fine is on other PrairieCat committees and would be a great
addition to the team.
Motion #1: Stupegia (LS) moved and Dale (RL) seconded to recommend
to the Administrative Council to appoint Dana Fine (PR) to the Resource
Sharing Committee. There was no discussion on the motion. Motion
carries by vocal affirmation.
Notes:
Ruhnke (Chair-PU) asked if the committee still preferred to meet quarterly after
Delegates Assembly. The group said yes.
Porter (BY) said she would like to request to send the LP material type to the
Technical Services Committee.
At the next Resource Sharing meeting, we will discuss the follow up from these
items and the Resource Sharing vision.
11. Public comments
There were no public comments.
12. Adjournment
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PrairieCat Resource Sharing Exemptions
PrairieCat member libraries are encouraged to loan materials to other PrairieCat
libraries as freely as possible. However, there are some materials that may need to
exempt from loaning due to various factors. The following list is provided to guide
member libraries and PrairieCat staff in judging if material can be exempt from
sharing. This list will be reviewed as needed by the PrairieCat Resource Sharing
Committee. A library can choose to loan materials that otherwise might fit one of
these criteria. If your library has material that you cannot share that meets one of
these criteria, the loan rules for your library MUST be set in PrairieCat to disallow
systemwide holds, so that patrons are not able to place holds when the material is
not actually going to be loaned.
Criteria for gauging what is exempt from PrairieCat loan rules for system
borrowing:
1. Non-circulating locally
Examples: Reference materials, local history materials, journals
2. Higher than usual replacement value
Examples: projectors, laptops, other technological equipment, artwork
3. Rarity
Examples: signed editions, genealogy, cake pans
4. Fragile, heavy or hard to transport via delivery (more than 40 pounds is
the RAILS delivery limit)
Examples: fishing poles, sewing machines, dolls, microscopes
5. Complexity/number of “pieces”
Examples: STEM Kits, general kits, games
6. Subscription or special use policies in place
Examples: Hotspots, museum passes
7. Fits Developing Collections policy (under 25% adoption across
consortium of new material type)*
*If the 25% adoption rate is surpassed, analysis of material type with the rest of
the criteria should be considered in order to ascertain exemption from loan rules.
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To: Resource Sharing Committee
From: Carolyn Coulter, PrairieCat Director
Date: 4/24/2019
Re: Allowing access to PrairieCat’s Z39.50 server for MARC record use
PrairieCat has been approached by another library, the Naval Academy Library in
Pensacola, FL, for access to our Z39.50 server in order to use MARC records from
our database. This library is not an OCLC member, and thus would like to use our
records for a source. They have cited the quality of our data and the size of our
database as reasons for this request.
PrairieCat currently has no official policy regarding Z39.50 access. In the past, the
unofficial practice has been to deny such requests, as it was deemed by the prior
PrairieCat administrator as a violation of our agreement with OCLC. It would be
desirable to have an official policy related to such requests, however. A judgement
on leaving our Z39.50 port open or behind the firewall would also be recommended.
Open Z39.50 access is common at many academic and large public libraries.
PrairieCat's Z39.50 server is behind our firewall and we do not currently offer open
access to the server. We do allow Find More Illinois access, which means that all
libraries that are part of that project have access to our records, whether or not
they are OCLC members. A quick check of the www.loc.gov/Z3950 website lists
hundreds of libraries with open access, including MOBIUS, MARMOT, multiple state
libraries, international libraries, universities and university law schools.
I spoke with Kendal Orrison at RSA (who is currently on the OCLC board). He
informed me that they have an open Z39.50 server that anyone can access and use
to download MARC records. Kendal also remarked that OCLC had previously argued
that OCLC records were their property. He said it appears that OCLC has
abandoned this argument after libraries maintained that they paid for these records
through their membership dues, had improved and changed them, and they were
thus property of the libraries in question. He said that he assumes since their
Z39.50 server is open, use of MARC records is admissible. There are few security
concerns with an open Z39.50 port, though there are some minimal risks (as there
are with any online access).
All of this would lead me to allow open access to our Z39.50 server, but it could be
argued that we shouldn't let non-OCLC members leverage our records. I believe
that Resource Sharing should make a recommendation to the Administrative
Council so that PrairieCat has an official policy on this matter.

220 W. 23rd Avenue
Coal Valley, IL 61240
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Resource Sharing Vision
It is the responsibility of individual libraries to provide sufficient materials for their patron
needs, and contribute to a well-rounded collection for patron wants in our consortium.
Approved by the Delegates Assembly on 12/15/2011

PrairieCat General Policy Manual
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Administrative Council Committees and
Standing Groups of
PRAIRIECAT
The Administrative Council shall review the committee structure for PRAIRIECAT annually
and make any needed changes or new appointments to Administrative Council Committees.
Administrative Council Committees:
The Resource Sharing Committee recommends policy and procedures for resource sharing
between libraries, striving to ensure fair and equitable practices that follow agreed
PRAIRIECAT resource sharing philosophies.
The Finance Committee makes recommendations to the Administrative Council on
membership and budget issues to ensure the sustainability of PRAIRIECAT.
Standing Groups:
The Circulation Committee shall consider issues related to, circulation and interlibrary loan
in PRAIRIECAT and make appropriate recommendations to the Administrative Council.
The Technical Services Committee shall consider issues related to cataloging, serials,
acquisitions and data entry in PRAIRIECAT and make appropriate recommendations to the
Administrative Council.
The Tech Users Group (referred to as “Computer Keepers”) shall consider issues of hardware,
software, telecommunications and other related matters and make appropriate
recommendations to the Administrative Council.
The User Experience Committee investigates and advises on matters concerning public-facing
aspects of PrairieCat software and related services. This includes matters pertaining to the
OPAC (online catalog interface).
The Training & Enhancement Committee develops staff training tools and documentation,
end-user brochures, and will assist with managing vendor enhancement requests.
Revised by the Administrative Council, 3/2/2018
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